In this paper we generalize the fermionic approach to the KP hierarchy suggested in the papers of Kyoto school 1981-1984 (Sato, Date, Jimbo, Kashiwara and Miwa). The main idea is that the components of the intertwining operators are in some sense a generalization of free fermions for gl ∞ . We formulate in terms of intertwining operators the integrable hierarchies related to Kac-Moody Lie algebra symmetries. We write down explicitly the bosonization of these operators for different choices of Heisenberg subalgebras. These different realizations lead to different hierarchies of soliton equations. For example, for sl N -symmetries we get hierarchies obtained as (n 1 , ..., n s ) -reduction from s -component KP (n 1 + ... + n s = N ) introduced
Introduction
It is well known that there is a deep connection between the theory of soliton equations and classical infinite dimension Lie algebras. This relation was discovered first in the paper of M.Sato [S] and than was developed in the paper of Kyoto school [DJKM1] - [DJKM2] , using the boson-fermion correspondence in 2-dim QFT. The main idea can be illustrated in the example of KP equation. One can interpret the set of solutions of the KP hierarchy as an orbit O = GL ∞ |0 > of the group GL ∞ of the vacuum vector |0 > in the basic representation V (Λ 0 ) of GL ∞ . The system of equations defining O can be determined in terms of operator
where Ψ(z) = i∈Z Ψ i z hierarchies corresponding to the different realization R w of the basic representation of the affine Kac-Moody Lie algebra sl n , n = n 1 + ... + n s . It is known that all these realizations are parametrized by conjugacy classes of the Weyl group W ofĝ [KP] . A similar approach can be applied to the group O ∞ [KV] - [V] .
The problem how to construct the hierarchies associated to arbitrary loop groups in a unified fashion, including the exceptional ones, was developed by V.Kac and M.Wakimoto in [KW] , using the quadratic Casimir operator in place of the fermionic-like Casimir operator S . In fact, the equation (1.1) is equivalent to S * S(τ ⊗ τ ) = 0 , so one may consider the operator Ω = S * S instead of S , which is the Casimir operator for GL ∞ . This operator allows the generalization for the general affine Lie algebra g in the following way. Let < · | · > be an invariant symmetric nondegenerate bilinear form onĝ , and let V be a representation ofĝ that "integrates" to a representation of the corresponding loop group G . Let {u i } and {u i } are the dual basis ofĝ , i.e. < u i | u j >= δ ij . Then the operator Ω = j u j ⊗u j commutes with the diagonal action ofĜ on V ⊗V . Let v 0 ∈ V be such that
Then any τ from the orbit G · v 0 satisfies the equation
The main idea of this paper came from [GKLMM] , where the analogue of the fermioniclike Casimir operator was constructed in terms of the intertwining operators. For the level one modules, these operators form a closed operator algebra of the parafermionic type similar to [FZ] and from some point of view can be interpretated as the generalization of fermion operators. Namely, for GL ∞ case, the fermionic fields Ψ(z) and Ψ * (z) can be interpreted as the intertwining operators for GL ∞ level one (fundamental) modules.
The classical hierarchies, related with the representations of Kac-Moody Lie algebras expressed in terms of the intertwining operators, also allow the q-analogues for quantum intertwining operators for the corresponding quantum group. The first steps in this direction were done in [GKLMM] . This paper present the general approach how to build up the analogue of the operator S in classical and quantum cases. For quantum U q (sl 2 ) the corresponding hierarchies of bilinear equations were written. These equations are combinations of differential and q-difference equations. The attempts to extend this approach to the general case of the quantized unveloping algebra meet with obstacles. Roughly speaking, these obstacles are related to the following problem: what is the quantum evolution on quantum Grassmannian. Some investigations in this direction were done in the papers [GKLMM] - [KKL] , but it does not allow to rewrite the abstract equation (1.1) on the U q g -orbit of the vacuum vector in the Hirota-like appropriate form. Anyway, there is no obstruction to use the intertwining operator approach in the classical case. For affine Kac-Moody Lie algebras this approach gives some addition possibilities to compare with the quadratic -Casimir one. The exceptions are provided by the cases when the dimension of the space of such operators is 0, but in general, in this approach one can consider the equations related with the tensor products of differentĝ -modules and not necessarily of level one. In this paper we explain how to write down Hirota bilinear equations on the τ -function of the type
where S is the fermionic-like Casimir operator for the affine Lie algebraĝ expressed in terms of intertwinings operators between the level one modules. The case of the Wakimoto modules symmetries will be considered in [GK] . The intertwining operators are the central object of the representation theory of affine Lie algebras and associated conformal field theories.
Remind some facts about the intertwining operators [FR] . To any representation V of g and a formal variable z , one can associate two types of representations. One type is the highest weight representation V λ,k of level k (equal to the value of the central element c). This representation has Z -graded structure V λ,k = n∈Z V λ,k [−n] compatible with the one of g and its top subspace V λ,k [0] is isomorphic to V λ . The second type is a finite dimensional evaluation representation for which k = 0 . As a vector space
, where C((z)) stands for the Laurent series in z , and the generators
. Introduce the fields inĝ ;
The commutation relations admit the following form
. Consider the intertwining operators
where µ, ν, λ ∈ P + . As usual in (1.5) one makes some shift in grading by z , coming from the grading of representation see ( [FR] ). A fixed choice of an element v ∈ V * λ gives rise to the operator 6) or in the component form
Since the intertwining property of Ψ(z) does not depend on multiplication by any power series of z we will choose the grading in (1.6) consistent with the graded structures of the representation.
By definition, the intertwining operator Ψ v (z) satisfies
For the adjoint vector representation V * λ one can define in the same fashion the adjoint intertwining operator: 8) and for each vector v ∈ V λ , the components of the adjoint operator:
(1.9) Consider the dual basises {v i } and {v i } in V λ and V * λ with respect to a natural pairing
commutes with the diagonal action ofĝ on the tensor product:
and doesn't depend on the choice of the dual basis on V λ and V * λ . This operator is a fermionic analogues of the operator (1.1).
Definition 1.1 Consider the following data:
(i) affine Kac-Moody Lie algebraĝ (ii) Casimir operator K(z) (1.10) (iii) vertex operator construction R (bosonization) of the operators Ψ v i (w) and Ψ * v i (w) and the fields J x (z) of g . To these data we will associate the hierarchies of soliton equation, which we will call the hierarchy associated with the data (i)-(iii).
Note that for given modules our construction depends on the dimension of the space of the intertwining operators and on the vertex operator construction R . It is known, that for simply-laced case and the level one representations such constructions are parametrized by the conjugacy classes of the Weyl group W ofĝ .
Intertwining Operators of level one modules. Homogeneous construction
In this section we give the bosonization of intertwining operators for level one modules V (Λ i ), i ∈ I . All these operators can be realized in the space
the sum is taken over the all level one fundamental modules ofĝ . These operators form an operator algebra of "parafermiomic type". To give explicitly this construction we introduce the notion of vertex operator algebra associated to the weight lattice P . This vertex algebra can be considered as a generalization of the n-fermionic Fock space for gl(∞)
2.1 Vertex algebra V P associated with the weight lattice P Let g be a simple finite-dimensional Lie algebra of type A n , D n , E 6 , E 7 (case E 8 is exceptional for our construction for the reason that the root lattice of E 8 is self-dual). Let Q be the root lattice of g with the ordered basis {α i }, i = 1, ..., l . We fix the normalization of the symmetric bilinear form (·|·) on g by (α i |α i ) = 2 . Letĝ = g ⊗ C[t, t −1 ]| ⊕ Cc be the corresponding affine Lie algebra associated to g and let Λ i , i = 0, 1, ..., l be the fundamental weight ofĝ . We have (see for notations [K1] ) Λ i =Λ i + a i = 1} . Let P be the weight lattice of g . It can be proved that P can be represented as
We can extend the bilinear form (·|·) from Q to P .
The twisted group algebra C ε [P ] is an algebra with the basis {e α , α ∈ P } and "twisted" multiplication:
where ε is a 2-cocycle on P defined by
Given a 2-cocycle ε : P × P → C * , one associates to ε a function B ε :
It is clear that B ε is skewsymmetric, i.e.,
And (2.2) is equivalent to
Using the associativity, we see that B ε is bimultiplicative, i.e.,
It is clear that bimultiplicativity implies the cocycle property (2.3). For the weight lattice P under consideration we would like to construct explicitly a bimultiplicative cocycle ε(α, β) on P ×P with the properties (2.3)-(2.5). Unfortunately, in the general case it is impossible. Let N be the index of Q in P . For N odd such a cocycle exists, for N even it is possible to construct a such cocycle only on Q × P . Note that the property (2.4) is responsible for a right commutator's relations between the fields of Kac-Moody Lie algebraĝ and between the field ofĝ and the components of the intertwining operators. First, construct explicitly the cocycle ε(α, β) on the integral lattice Q ∈ Q with values ±1 . Choose an ordered basis
and extend to Q × Q by bimultiplicativity. We obtain a bimultiplicative function ε : Q × Q → {±1} . The bimultiplicativity implies the cocycle properties (2.5). Preserving the multiplicativity we would like to extend this cocycle to the lattice. Introduce the following matrices
(2.11)
The relation (2.4) is equivalent to
and from the bimultiplicativity we have
where A is the Cartan matrix ofĝ , L , K , S and R are the matrice with the matrix elements in Z . From (2.10a) -(2.10c) B is uniquely defined up to an even matrix. Choose
This give us a well defined cocycle on Q × P or P × Q with the property (2.4).
Remark that for even N = det A , NA and A are equal up to the even matrix. Than, NB satisfies the same relation as B and NB t A −1 is a matrix with the integer elements.
Then all relations are satisfied and we get by bimultiplicativity the cocycle on P ⊗ P with the property (2.3)-(2.5). For N odd, it is impossible to find the solution for the matrix D (we need that B t A −1 be an integer matrix). Such cocycle does not exist on P ⊗ P for sl 2 . This case will be considered in the (3.1).
Let h = C ⊗ Z Q be the complexification of Q , and extend the bilinear form (·|·) from Q to h by bilinearity.
be the affinization of h (Heisenberg subalgebra). Let S be the symmetric algebra over the space
We shall write ht j in place of h ⊗ t j for short.
We define the space of states of the vertex algebra that we shall associate to the lattice P as
where S is the symmetric algebra of h <0 . The vacuum vector is |0 >= 1 ⊗ 1 . The action π ofĥ on V P is defined as follows. Let π = π 1 ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ π 2 , where π 1 is the action on S , and π 2 is the action on C ε [P ] defined by letting π 1 (c) = I, π 1 (ht n ) be the operator of multiplication by ht n if n < 0, π(ht n ) be the derivation of the algebra S defined by
, h ∈ h, n ∈ Z and consider the following End V P -valued fields 15) and the correspoding Veneziano fieldh(z)
Denote by e α the operator on V P of multiplication by 1 ⊗ e α , α ∈ P , we have [h n , e α ] = δ n,0 (α|h)e α . Let Y (v, z), z ∈ C be the field, corresponding to the vector v ∈ V P via the state-field correspondence (for more detailes about Vertex Operators Algebra (VOA) see [K1] ). In particularly, this means that
From the commutators relations with h n we derive that 17) or in a short form Γ α (z) = e ih(z) . We have the following OPE's
where
From (2.19) and the cocycle properties (2.4) we get that for α ∈ Q, β ∈ P the fields Γ α (z) and Γ β (w) are pairwise local in the strong sense [K1] and for the general case satisfy the OPE of the parafermionic type [FZ] . Due to (2.1),
as a linear space. In particular,
is a rational VOA and V P is a direct sum of the VOA V (Λ 0 ) and all its representations (see [K1] ) .
Let X α , h α , α ∈ ∆ be the Cartan basis of g . Define the fields
Then the correspondence
gives us the vertex operator representation ofĝ (Frenkel-Kac construction [KKLW] ) Operators (2.21) preserve the decomposition (2.20), namely in V (Λ 0 ) we have the basic representation in homogeneous realization.
Bosonization of level one intertwining operators
Let again V (Λ i ), i ∈ I be the level one fundamental weights ofĝ , and let V (Λ i )[z] be the corresponding evaluation module forĝ . For the dual module
for some j ∈ I . Denote by P (Λ i ) the set of weights of the finite dimensional g -module V (Λ i ) and let {e γ }, γ ∈ P (Λ i ) be the weight basis of V (Λ i ) normalized as follows
Consider the intertwining operator
and the adjoint intertwining operator 26) and e * ∈ V * (Λ i ) , the components of
For the weight basis {e γ } and {e *
From (2.17) -(2.18) and the normalization given by
where γ ∈ P (Λ i ) and γ =Λ i − α . Indeed, for γ ∈ P (Λ i ) we have γ =Λ i − α, α ∈ ∆ + and (Λ i , α) = 1 . From this and (2.18) and (2.10) we have the following OPE
It is equivalent to the following commutation relations for the intertwining operators In this case all fundamental modules V (Λ i ) , i ∈ I = {0, . . . , N − 1} are at level one. We have
) and the decomposition
for γ ∈ P (Λ i ) . Note that from the definition of the cocycle, Ψ Consider the operator
1) where m, p, n, s ∈ I and the highest weights are related as in (2.24) -(2.25). By the definition 1.1 of the introduction, to construct the integrable hierarchy of soliton equations we need the following data. 
determined the orbit of the vector τ (m) ⊗ τ (p) under the action ofĜ . If the operator K exists and can be presented in bosonic form, we can rewrite this equation as a hierarchy of soliton equation in Hirota bilinear form [DJKM1] , [KW] .
Define the m-vacuum |m >= 1 ⊗ eΛ m for the highest vector on V (Λ m ) . For
determines the hierarchy of soliton equations. If τ ∈ V (Λ m ) , then Using the bosonization form (2.17), (2.29) we can write (3.4) in Hirota bilinear form.
We can identify
n ] ⊗ β∈Q eΛ p +β . Then (3.7) can be written as
(3.8) Introduce the new variables
The operators 2γ −n = γ ′ −n − γ ′′ −n and γ n = γ ′ n − γ ′′ n , γ ∈ P (Λ i ), n > 0 are the operators on C[y α n ], α ∈ Π, n ∈ Z , defined according the (3.6). Then (3.8) can be written as
where p s are the Schur pollynomials. Rewrite this equation in Hirota bilinear form and look at the coefficient of eΛ
We have
(3.10)
Note that all these Hierarchies are invariant with respect to the translation
Remark 3.1 It is not clear whether these hierarchies are equivalent for different
k > max γ∈P (Λ i ) (Λ i − γ|Λ m −Λ p )
Definition 3.1 We will call the hierarchies of bilinear equations, given by (3.10), the hierarchies associated with the operator (3.1).
Example 3.1 Consider for more details the caseĝ = sl 2
We have I = {0, 1} , P = Q {Λ 1 + Q} and P (Λ 1 ) = { α 2 , − α 2 } , were α is a positive root. The bosonization of the fields can be given by
(3.11) For m, p mod 2 consider the operator (3.1) commuting with the diagonal action of sl 2 on the tensor product of two fundamental modules
where m, p mod 2 . We have
We identify the space
A vector τ ∈ V (Λ i ) can be written as τ = n∈Z τ n ⊗ e nα+i α 2 , i = 0, 1 . We get on V (Λ 0 ) ⊗ V (Λ 1 ) the following system of Hirota bilinear equations
(3.14) where p j (x) are the Schur polynomial on (x 1 , x 2 , ...) . Note that this hierarchy is invariant with respect to the translation s → s + r, l → l + r, r ∈ Z . Fix, for simplicity, k=1. We look at the coefficient of y s 1 and restrict to the case l − s = 0, ±1, 2 . From (3.14) we get the following simplest non trivial equations
, u(x, t) = log τ 0 . Excluding u , we get the NLS system:
From (3.13) and (3.14) and we get
, we transform equations (3.17) into the following system on functions q and q * :
(3.18)
For any sequence of signs, say, + + − · ·· , and numbers a 1 , a 2 , ... ∈ C, z 1 , z 2 , ... ∈ C * we can construct a solution of the NLS and of the (3.18) hierarchies:
Twisted construction of the level one Intertwining
Operators. Related integrables systems.
In this section we give the bosonization of intertwining operators for the level one twisted fundamental modules V ω (Λ i ), i ∈ I , where ω is a element of the Weyl group W of g , determined up to the conjugacy class. Let Q w be the orthogonal projection of the root lattice Q on the subspace stable under the action of w in Q ⊗ C . All these operators can be realized in the space
where P ω is a lattice dual to the lattice Q w . It is easy to see that P ω is a orthogonal projection of the weight lattice P on the subspace stable under the action of w in Q ⊗ C . The sum is taken over the all level one fundamental modules ofĝ in a twisted realization. These operators form a closed operator Γ -conformal algebras [GKK] of "parafermiomic type". In this section we will write explicitly the Hirota bilinear equations in terms of "twisted intertwining operators".
Description of nonconjugate Heisenberg subalgebras
It is well known [KW] that different realization of the basic (fundamentals) representation of g leads to different hierarchies of soliton equations. The different vertex-operator's constructions depends on the different choise of the Heisenberg subalgebra inĝ , more appropriately, on the conjugacy class of Heisenberg subalgebres inĝ . In turn, the Heisenberg subalgebras inĝ classified up to gauge transformation are parametrized by the conjugacy classes in the Weyl group W of g [KP] . We will remind Kac-Peterson construcion of the Heisenbeg subalgebra corresponding to the given element ω of a Weyl group. Realizeĝ ≃ g[t, t −1 ] ⊕ Cc as a central extension of the map of the circle to the finite dimensional Lie algebra g . We want to classify all Heisenberg subalgebras {h(t)} inĝ up to the gauge transformation
where g(t) ∈Ĝ, t ∈ S 1 , h(t) : S 1 → H and H denotes the set of all Cartan subalgebras in g . Fix in h(0) a root system, then for t = 2π , we get the automorphism w ∈ W from
Let {h(t)} be the set of conjugacy classes of Heisenberg subalgebra inĝ . We have
} and Int is the group of inner automorphisms of W . Fix w ∈ W and define the map W −→ {h(t)} :
where g(0) = 1, g(2π) = w and g(t) ∈ G, t ∈ S 1 . He have g(t) / ∈ G S 1 and the map (4.1) can be factorized to the map (4.2).
If h ′ (0) and h ′′ (0) are two Cartan subalgebras in g , then h ′ (t) w and h ′′ (t) w are conjugate in g under the action of G S 1 and h ′ (t) w = h ′′ (t) w ′ for w and w ′ conjugate in W . Our choice of subalgebra h(0) and the representative w ∈ W / Int will be motivated by the problem of bosonisation of the intertwining operators.
Fix w ∈ W and let m be the order of w . Let
be the eigenspace decomposition for w , where h k stands for the eigenspace attached to e −2πik , so that h 0 is a fixed point set of w . Let σ be a lifting of w in G , i.e. σ is such that Ad σ leaves h invariant and Ad σ| h = w . There exists x ∈ g (not unique) such that σ = exp 2πix and [x, h 0 ] = 0 . σ is a finite oder inner automorphism of g , σ m = 1 , than σ is conjugate to an automorphism of g of the formed
Recall some facts about twisted affine algebras (for more details see [K] ). One can associate a subalgebraL(g, σ, m) ofĝ to the automorphism σ of g as follows:
where L(g, σ, m) j = g j mod m ⊗ t j and g = j∈Z/mZ g j is the eigenspace decomposition for σ and g j is the eigenspace of σ for the eigenvalue ε j ( ε j = exp(2πi/m) ). The decomposition (4.4) is a Z -gradation of L(g, σ, m) . We can extend this gradation onL
for arbitrary finite oder σ is called a twisted affine algebra. If σ is an inner automorphism, then [K] L σ ≃ĝ. (4.6)
Let σ be an inner automorphism of g , then we have (4.6). The twisted Heisenberg subalgebra corresponding to w iŝ
where h k is the centralizer of h 0 in g k .
Twisted evaluation modules and corresponding twisted Intertwining operators
We keep the notations V (Λ i ), i ∈ I for the level one fundamental modules of the simply laced Lie algebraĝ . The weights P (V (Λ i )) of V (Λ i ) are invariant under the action of the Weyl group W . Fix w ∈ W and consider the orbit decomposition under the action of w :
Note that n i does not depend onΛ i and is determined by w . We will write n w instead of n i . Define s j = |S j | .
There exists a lifting T of w on G satisfying the conditions T e γ = e w(γ) , (4.9)
for γ ∈ P (V (Λ i )) and a weight basis {e γ } , normalized as in (2.22). Let γ j ∈ S j be the maximal weight in S j so, for β ∈ S j , we have β = γ j − α, α ∈ Q + and β = w k (γ j ) for some k ∈ Z . It is clear that V (Λ i ) is a free C[T ] -module of rank n w over the generators e γ j , j = 1, ..n w . Denote by V j the linear span of {e γ } γ∈S j and by T j = T | V j . We have [T j , h 0 ] = 0 for j = 1, ..., n w and h 0 the stable point under the w in h . Then
is a Cartan subalgebra in g . We can choose the lifting x of w ∈ W in G , up to conjugacy classes, acting on V (Λ i ) as (4.11) and the adjoint w -orbit S * j , one can associate an adjoint generating function (field)
It is known [KP] that the realization (vertex-operator construction) of the fundamental representation V (Λ i ) are parametrised by the element w ∈ W (up to a conjugacy classes) in a sense that the bosonization is based on the choice of the Heisenberg subalgebra h w (t) corresponding to w in the sense of (4.7). We will denote this construction by R w and the corresponding space of representation by V w (Λ i ) .
and the adjoint intertwining operator
Each field E j (z) (4.16) gives rise to the component of the intertwining operator Φ
and, correspondingly, the field E * j (z) determined from (4.19) the operator
The normalization by z is determined by the common grading.
Bosonization of twisted intertwining operators
Fix w ∈ W and letĥ w be the corresponding Heisenberg subalgebra (4.7). Define the space of states az follows. Consider a sublattice Q w in Q stable under the action of w . Let P w be the lattice dual to Q w . Suppose we have a bimultiplicative cocycle ε w (α, β), α, β ∈ P w on P w defined by the properties (2.3) -(2.5) for the lattices Q w and P w . Consider the space
where S w is a symmetric algebra over the space
and C ε [P w ] is a twisted group algebra over the lattice P w . The space V Pw is a sum of all level one representations ofĝ w = L(g, σ, m) in the realization R w . This means that the bosonization of all operators is given in terms of the Heisenberg subalgebraĥ w (4.7) and σ is the lifting of w to Autg/Intg determined as in (4.11). Consider the basis inĥ w defined in (4.13) and the intertwining operators (4.20), (4.21) defined by the generating function
. From the action (4.9) and the definition of the basis onĥ w one has the following commutation relations:
z) and for the adjoint operators: 27) where α ′ j ,Λ i ′ , λ ′ are the projections of the corresponding weights on Q w ⊗ C parallel to the subspace Q ⊥ w ⊗ C in P and λ j =Λ i − α j for α j ∈ ∆ + . It is easy to see that this projection is the same for all points of S j .
We would like to point out, that the components of the operators Φ i j (z) , applied to the vacuum vector |0 >= 1 ⊗ 1 ∈ V Pw give rise to the whole space V Pw and the fields
where ε = e 2πi m define the realization R w of the fundamental representation V (Λ m ) constructed in [KP] . Due to (4.26) -(4.27) we get the bosonization of the fields X i j,l and their expression in terms of the twisted intertwining operators. The normal ordering is undestood in a standard way:
where m is the order of w ∈ W .
Hirota bilinear equation in terms of twisted intertwining operators
We keep all notation of the above subsections.
Consider the operator The Weyl group W is isomorphic to the group S N of all N -point set permutations. The conjugacy classes in W are parametrised by the sequances (n 1 , ..., n s ), n 1 ≥ n 2 , ..., ≥ n s and s i=1 n i = N . Fix w ∈ W representing the class with the given sequance (n 1 , ..., n s ) . As we have note (examlpe 2.1), all fundamental modules V (Λ i ), i ∈ I = {0, 1, ..., N − 1} are at level one. Fix i ∈ I and consider the orbit decomposition (4.8) under the the action of w on the weight lattice:
(4.36)
We have n w = s and (s 1 , ..., s s ) is a permutation of (n 1 , ..., n s ) , where s j = |S j | . We can choose the lifting x of w ∈ W in G acting on V (Λ i ) as
x · e w k (γ j ) = ε −k j e w k (γ j ) , ε = e For more details, consider the caseĝ = sl(3, C) . We have W ≃ S 3 and three possibilities of choice of nonisomorphic Heisenberg subalgebras, corresponding to the partitions (1, 1, 1), (2, 1), (3) . The first case corresponds to the homogeneous Heisenberg subalgebra and was cosidered in the second section. The thied case corresponds to the principal Heisenberg subalgebra. This case can be obtained as a reduction from the one component KP and leads to the so-called Boussinesq hierarchy [DJKM2] . The second case coresponds to the second order element w ∈ W . Let α 1 , α 2 be the standard basis in sl(3, C) . Up to conjugacy class we can put w = s α 1 the reflection corresponding to α 1 . For the action of w on the weights of V (Λ 1 ) ( (V (Λ 2 ) = V * (Λ 1 ) ) we have two orbits; D y 4 , ...) . Note that all these equations are invariant with respect to the translation m → (m + k) mod 3, p → (p + k) mod 3; r → r + l, s → s + l, k, l ∈ Z.
